
I T ’S  HARD TO  BEL IEVE  HOW  RECENTLY  THE  MODERN CLOSED FOR 

A  DEEP  CL EAN IN G  AFTER  A  COVI D- 19  PAT I ENT TRACED H I S  STE PS 

BACK  TO  D IN IN G  AT  THE  TW O- MI CHEL I N- STARRED RESTAURANT. 

WHAT SEEMED L IKE  A  DRAST I C  RESPONSE SENT CHI LLS  AROUND 

NEW Y O RK’S  RESTAURAN T I NDUSTRY,  A  H I NT  OF  I MPENDI NG DOOM. 

WE D IDN ’T  WAN T TO  BEL I EVE  A  PRECEDENT HAD BEEN SET.

 THE UNPRECEDENTED
New York Restaurants Navigate
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Words Ashley Day, Institute of Culinary Education
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Within a week, every operator would have 
traded deep cleanings for the alternative 
reality: deciding between delivery and closing 
altogether under the impossible pressure of 
protecting employees, customers and their 
businesses’ existence. Now we live in the 
infinite mystery of which choices will triumph. 
Cut hours quickly multiplied to mass layoffs; 
full-service concepts evolved to grab-and-go, 
takeout and ultimately no-contact delivery 
services; and menus morphed to offer DIY kits, 
care packages, frozen food to store, even batch 
cocktails. Trends turned into survival tactics.

Food policy is no longer an elective for 
restaurateurs nor sustainability extra credit. 
Gift cards, kickstarter campaigns, merchandise 
and auctions alone cannot stop this bleed, 
but transfusions have emerged fueled by the 
goodwill they represent.

Chef-owners are advocating for their teams, 
restaurant groups are organizing family meals 

and volunteers, and an industry that rarely 
grants itself the time and space for reflection 
is reflecting — on business models, team 
dynamics, diversification and content creation. 
In the first three weeks, we could barely keep 
up with the donations, collaborations and 
inspiration.

Collectives ask lawmakers to listen. 
Competing chefs and brands have united for 
federal and state relief, fighting for aid with 
star power, petitions, hashtags and social 
media synchronization. The James Beard 
Foundation, Independent Restaurant Coalition 
(IRC) and Restaurant Workers’ Community 
Foundation (RWCF) and newly formed Relief 
Opportunities for All Restaurants (ROAR) 
organized funds and campaigns, petitioning 
mayors, governors and legislators with 
backing from corporations like Pellegrino 
and Patrón, support from hundreds of 
chefs across the country and hundreds of 
thousands of signatures. 

added family meal sets to Atoboy delivery. Emily 
Yuen donated a meal to a public school student 
in need for every Bessou meal purchased for 
takeout or delivery. 

Good purveyors and partnerships prevail, 
even as the food system suffers with city 
shutdowns affecting the supply chain. Populace 
Coffee produced Partner Support Bags to split 
revenue with the eateries it supplies. Greenpoint 
Fish & Lobster Co. served free meals to 
hospitality workers who lost their jobs. Farmers 
like The Chef’s Garden and Norwich Meadows 
Farm expanded home delivery to the public with 
promotional support from clients like Thomas 
Keller and Michael Anthony. 

Businesses pivot. Korean steakhouse Cote 
introduced delivery with care packages with 
options like Japanese A5 Wagyu, caviar, a 
custom salt blend and custom wine pairings 
with tasting notes and stories behind the 
bottle. Corbuzz wine bar introduced virtual 

wine classes. Brooklyn’s Claro made mezcal 
flights available for delivery. 

Brands collaborate. Bien Cuit & Joe Coffee 
joined forces for delivery, offering a 20% 
discount for medical and emergency workers. 
Brooklyn’s St. Agrestis Spirits began making 
hand sanitizer, partnering with Greenhook 
Ginsmith on deliveries. Wine importer vom 
Boden is donating all the proceeds from the 
custom bottle of riesling developed with Pinch 
Chinese to the RWCF.

Stories of resilience, relationships and 
community will reinforce the character and 
values at the heart of hospitality. The tells, 
like picking up stray trash on first pass or 
acknowledging the dishwasher on a tour of the 
kitchen, that chefs look for in new hires are the 
traits that will carry us through the recovery. 

There’s no question that the industry needs 
strategic, creative management solutions to 

Restaurants feed the frontlines. Dan 
Barber developed resourcED Boxes from Blue 
Hill, with the option to donate a box for 10 
hospital workers. Roberta’s delivered pizza to 
NewYork-Presbyterian Hospital, Shake Shack 
delivered meals to Mount Sinai and Field 
Trip delivered to Harlem Hospital. Katz’s Deli 
matched each matzo ball soup order with a 
soup for Henry Street Settlement, supporting 
senior care and lower-income housing. 
Macaron Parlour pledged to donate a medical 
mask (hand-sewn by founder Christina Ha) 
for each delivery order.

Chefs give back. Emma Bengtsson and Eric 
Ripert volunteered with City Harvest. JJ Johnson 
worked with Harlem Grown to provide nutritious 
meals to a shelter. Suzanne Cupps sent diners 
home with bags of fresh vegetables and 
suggestions for how to use them before closing 
232 Bleecker and selling bonds to support the 
staff. Junghyun Park and his salaried employees 
redistributed their pay to hourly employees and 

pave the way to a return of profitability. There 
are insurance claims, payment deferrals, 
rent abatements, taxes and unemployment 
benefits to navigate and resolve. There’s a $2 
trillion stimulus package to translate and more 
than 67,000 formerly employed workers (and 
counting) to support and retain in the city alone. 

The key to weathering the unprecedented 
act of terrorism, recession and superstorm 
New York restaurants have survived will 
be the contingency for this pandemic. The 
human connection that makes our favorite 
restaurants our favorites, that ties the table 
back to the grower, supplier and cook, that 
fuels the atmosphere from back of house 
to front of house, that organized the above 
response and relief efforts, is what will 
compel the diner to return for more than 
anniversaries and birthdays. Fostering that 
connection is your specialty and the freedom 
to experience it again will be the next special 
occasion worth a reservation.   


